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1. INTRODUCTION 
It frequently occurs that a problem of approximation in a normed linear 
space has associated with it a dual problem of maximizing functionals. The 
simplest example is when Y is a subspace of a normed linear space X, then 
for x0 E X 
inf{Ilx, -yII : y E Y} = sup{L(?r,) :L E Yl, j/Lll = 1) 
where :Yl denotes the orthogonal complement of Y (see [I]). 
Another example of this type of duality appears in one of the classical 
moment problems. Letfbe Bore1 measurable and bounded on [a,b], h,, . . ., h, 
a CebySev system on [a,b] and for a given positive Bore1 measure yO defined 
on [a,b] denote by C (y,,) the class of all positive Bore1 measures y which 
satisfy 
f.bhkdy=[hkdyo k= 1,2 ,..., n. 
We then have 
G(f) = sup [jabfdy : y E 2 (y,,)] = inf (@ Pdy,, : P E Al,, P af ) 
(1.1) 
acf) = inf (j-abf4J : y E 2 (y,,)) = sup IIab P&y0 : P E M,,, P d) 
where M,, = sp(h,, . . .,h,). 
This duality principle was discovered independently by Isii [2] and Karlin 
U31, P. 472). 
A duality theorem very similar to the above is the following: Let X be a 
normed linear space with a partial ordering G and K the positive cone of X. 
If Y is a subspace of X and L, a positive functional in X* we denote by Z(L,) 
the class of all positive functionals in X* which agree with L, on Y. If x,, E X 
and (int (K)) fl Y # 4, we have 
KG> = sup Mxo) : L E ~GJ~ = infKh9 : Y s K Y a x0> 




Also, there exist functionals 1, _L E 2’(L,,) for which L-(x,,) = p(x,), IJx,) 
= p<x,). The proof of (1.2) follows the general line of proofs of duality theorems 
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(see [I]). The condition (M(K)) fl Y # C$ guarantees that every positive 
functional on Y can be extended to a positive functional on X. 
Taking X to be the space of all regularized functions on [a,b] (i.e., f E X 
if and only iffis the uniform limit of step functions) with the natural ordering, 
and the supremum norm, we have that X* is the space of all Bore1 measures 
on [a, b]. Thus iffis a regularized function, (1.2) recovers (1.1). It is interesting 
to note that in this case (1.2) also guarantees the existence of positive Bore1 
measures 7, y E C (y,,), for which 
It does not appear that the general case of (1.1) can be obtained from (1.2). 
However, by considering the space of all bounded Bore1 measurable functions 
with the supremum norm and the usual ordering, we have 
B(f) = sup (JbbfdA : A E fl(X,)) = inf [lab Pdh, : P E Al,,, P >J’) 
p(f) = inf (jabfdh : X E A@,,)] = sup [Jz PdA, : P E M,,, P of) 
(1.3) 
and there exists ii, X E A(&,), such that -rfdi = p(f), Ji.” fdh = /3(f) where 
M,, is as before, he is a positive-bounded additive set function defined on the 
Bore1 sets and (1(&J is the class of all positive bounded additive set functions 
defined on the Bore1 sets which agree with A0 on M”. It is clear that (1.1) and 
(1.3) show that Zcf) = /&‘j)), E(f) =,8(f), when h, is countably additive. 
The moment problem corresponding to (1.1) has been studied extensively 
and has many applications in analysis and statistics. An excellent account of 
these applications can be found in the last three chapters of Karlin and 
Studden [3]. The dual problem, which we shall call the problem of one-sided 
approximation, has not been systematically studied although some results on 
this problem have been obtained in connection with the moment problem 
([3], p. 424). It is this problem of one-sided approximation which we will 
consider in this paper. It should be noted that because of the duality relations 
(l.l), it is possible to derive some of our results directly from the existing 
theory of moments. 
Let ,u be a positive Bore1 measure defined on [a, b]. If h,, . . ., h, is a CebySev 
system on [a,b], M,, = sp(h,, . . ., h,) and f is a real-valued function defined on 
[a, b], we denote by M,,(f) the class of all these functions h in M. which satisfy 
h(x) <f(x) for all x E [a, b]. We say that h* E MJf) is a best one-sided approxi- 
mation toffrom below if 
j” h* dp = SUP (Jab II 
hdp : h E M,(f) = a(f)) 
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Best one-sided approximations from above are defined similarly. All results 
will be stated for one-sided approximation from below although analogous 
results hold for one-sided approximation from above. 
The case when p(x) =x is of particular interest and has been studied by 
many authors. Error estimates for one-sided approximation by trigonometric 
polynomials have been obtained by Freud [4, 51 and Ganelius [6]. Similar 
results for spline functions were obtained by Sharma and Meir [7]. A systematic 
study of one-sided approximation by algebraic polynomials was given by 
Bojanic and the author [S] and has served as a basis for the material presented 
here. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The functions h,, . . ., h, are said to be a CebySev system on [a, b] if they are 
continuous and linearly independent on [a,b] and satisfy the following 
property :
PROPERTY C.l. Zfh E M,, = sp(h,,. . ., h,) has n distinct zeroes in [a,b], then 
it is identically zero on [a, b]. 
In this case, M,, is called a CebySev space of degree n. We now state some 
well-known properties of CebySev systems which we shall need, the proofs of 
which can be found in [9]. 
PROPERTY C.2. Ifh,, . . ., h, is a CebySeLl system and x, , . . ., x,, are any distinct 
points qf [a, b], then the determinant 
is not zero. 
h,(x,). . .h,(x,) 
D(x,v . . ..x.)= i 
~~l(Xfl) . . . Ux,,) 
PROPERTY C.3. Zf h,, . . ., h, is a CebySeu system on [a, b], x,, . . ., x, distinct 
points of [a, b] and c,, . . ., c, are arbitrary real numbers, then the system of 
equations 
u1 h,(x,J + . . . + a,, h,(&) = c, k= l,...,n 
has a unique solution. 
If a function f has a zero at the point x0 E (a, 6) and does not change sign 
at x,,, we shall say thatf has a double zero at x,,. We denote byZ(f) the number 
of zeroes off on [a, b], double zeroes being counted twice. The proof of the 
following properties of CebySev systems can be found in ([.?I, p. 30) and [ZO] 
respectively. 
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PROPERTY (2.4. Let h,, . . . . II, be a CebySec system on [a, b]. Ifs,, . . ,, s,” are 
mpoints in [a,b] andxj,, . . ., xJrn, is a subset of these points with m t m’ < n - 1, 
then there is a function h in M,, which has zeroes at x,, . . .) x, and only at these 
points on (a, b) and changes sign at each x, # a, b, x JI, . . ., xj,,,! and only at these 
points on [a, b]. 
PROPERTY (2.5. Leth,, . . . . h, be a CebySet: system on [a, b]. If h is anyfunction 
from M, with Z(h) > n, then h is identically zero on [a, b]. 
The following interpolation property is a simple consequence of Property 
C.I. 
PROPERTY C.6. Let It,, . . . . 11, be a C?ebyieu system on [a, b]. If x,, . . ., x, are 
any n distinct points of [a, b], we hare the following interpolation formula with 
nodes at x,, , . ., x,,, 
h(x) = 2 h(x,)l,(x), 
k=l 
which holds for all functions h in M,,, where the function lk is that function in 
M,, which has the calue zero at each Xj # xg and the Calue one at the point xk. 
Suppose the functions h,, . . ., h, are all continuously differentiable on 
[a, b]. If the space M,, is a CebySev space of degree n and the space M,’ = sp(h,‘, 
. . ., h,‘) is a CebySev space of degree n - 1, we say that M,, is a differentiable 
CebySev space of degree n. Also, we say that h,, . . ., k, is a differentiable 
CebySev system. 
We shall need the following property of differentiable CebySev systems 
which is a simple application of Rolle’s theorem. 
PROPERTY D.l. Let h,, . . ., h, be a difirentiable C?ebySec system on [a, b]. 
Suppose x,, . . ., Y . m are any m distinct points of [a, b] and x,,, . . ., xj,, is a sub- 
collection of these points with m + ni = n. If h is any function in M,, which has 
zeroes at x,, . . . . x, and its dericatice h’ has zeroes at xj,, . . ., xjm., then h is 
identically zero on [a, b]. 
For discontinuous functions the ordinary concept of a zero does not give 
any information as to the closeness of the function to zero in a neighborhood 
of that zero as it does for continuous functions. It is thus advantageous to 
introduce the concept of an essential zero. The point x,, E [a, b] is said to be an 
essential zero of the function f if for every neighborhood N of x,, and every 
E > 0 there is a point x # x0, x E N such that 1 f(x) I< E. The proof of the 
following property of essential zeroes is a simple compactness argument. 
PROPERTY E.l. Zf Kc [a, b] is a closed set in which f has no essential zeroes, 
then there exists a c > 0 such that If(x)1 > c on K. 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF BEST ONE-SIDED APPROXIMATIONS 
3.1. Existence of Best One-Sided Approximations 
The existence of best one-sided approximations can be established with 
very little restrictions onf. We denote by L(p) the class of p-integrable func- 
tions. Our first theorem shows that the best one-sided approximation to f 
exists whenever f is in L(p) and bounded from below. We note that when f 
is not bounded from below, M,,(J) is empty. 
THEOREM 3.1. If f is any function in L(p) which is bounded from below, then 
there exists a best one-sided approximation to ffrom M,. 
ProoJ Let (g,) be a sequence of elements from MJf) satisfying 
I .” gm 4 --f 4f) 1 (m --f KJ). 
Then 
(*) 
Since M,, is a finite-dimensional linear space, the closed sphere of radius A 
in M,, is compact. Thus, there is a subsequence (g,,) and a function g in L(p) 
such that the sequence (g,,) converges to f in L(p). Since we are in a finite- 
dimensional space, the sequence (g,,) also converges in the supremum norm 
and thus uniformly to g. 
Since each g,,, E M,(f), we have g,,,, <f on [a, b] for k = 1, 2, . . . and so 
g <f on [a, b]. Thus, g E M.(f). From (*) it follows that 
1 b .a gdp = lim ab g,,, dtL = 4.f) k s 
and thus g is a best one-sided approximation to f from M,,. 
We shall now give an existence theorem in which f need not be integrable. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose x,, . . ., x,, are n distinct points of [a, b] such that for 
any function h in M,, we haue 
Ibf hdcl =k$, A,h(xA 
with A, > 0, k = 1, . . ., n. 
If f is any measurable function which is bounded from below on [a, b] and 
which has a$nite value ck at x,, k = 1,2, . . ., n, then there exists a best one-sided 
approximation to ffrom M,,. 
Remark. The existence of quadrature formulae for M,, will be discussed in 
Section 4. 
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ProoJ: Let (g,) be a sequence of functions from M,(f) such that 
wfgmd~ -+x(f) r (m --f x). 
Since 
g&k) < ck, k = 1,2, . . ., n, 
we have 
r bgmdp= ua Ii A,cgn,(xd~ if Akc,c m= I,.... k=l k=l 
Since 
M,(f) # qb, we have --x < z(f) < 03. 
We now show that the sequences (g,&&)) are bounded from below for 
k= 1, . . . . n. For suppose there is a subsequence (gm,(xko)) which converges 
to -X asj + 2. Then 
~ f gm., dp = kz, Ak &&k) 1 + --sJ (j --f =I, 
which is impossible since a(j) > - ia. Thus, the sequences (&(xk)) are bounded 
from below, k = 1, . . ., n. 
Using the interpolation formula given in Property C.6 with nodes at the 
points s, , . . ., x,, it is easy to show that 
forin= 1, . . . . Thus the functions g,,, lie in a compact subset of 44,. Therefore, 
it is possible to select a subsequence from (g,) which converges uniformly on 
[a,b] to a function g in M,,. It is now easy to see that g is a best one-sided 
approximation to f from n/r,. 
3.2. Uniqueness of Best One-Sided Approximations 
Although the existence of best one-sided approximations was established 
under very general conditions, criteria for uniqueness of best one-sided 
approximations are much more restrictive. 
We denote by C(p) the support of ,u and by ]C(p)] the number of points in 
C(p), each interior point of [a,b] being counted twice. We denote by Z(f) 
the number of essential zeroes off contained in [a,b], each interior zero 
being counted twice. 
LEMMA 3.1. If II* E M,cf) is a best one-sided approximation to f from M,, 
then Z(f - II*) > min(]C(p)],n). 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that Z(f - /I*) < min(]C(p)J,n). Let x,, . . .I 
s,, be all the essential zeroes off - 11” in [a, b]. Consider the nonnegative 
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function h in M,, which has zeroes at the points xi, . . ., x,, and only at these 
points in [a,b]. The existence of such a function is guaranteed by Property 
C.4. Since lC&)I > Zu- h*), we clearly have s b hdp > 0. 
Lety,, . . . . ynpcO be any other n - k, points of [a, b] chosen so that xi,. . ., xk,,, 
y,, . . ., y,,+, form a set of n distinct points of [a,b]. If c > 0, denote by h, that 
function in M. which has the value c at each of the points x1, . . ., x& yl, . . ., 
JJ”-~~. It is easy to see from the interpolation formula given by Property C.6 
that if E > 0, there is a c, > 0 such that for 0 < c G c, 
azwb IMx)l G e. 
Thus, there is a co > 0 such that 
s b h,, dp < s” hdp. a ll 
Now, the function h - h,, is in M,, and 
h(xj) - h,,(xj) = -CO < 0 for j = 1, . . ., ko. 
Thus, for each j there is a neighborhood N(x,) of Xj, on which h - h,, is 
negative. Let 
kc4 
K= [a, my W.J. 
Then, K is compact and f-h* has no essential zeroes in K and thus, by 
Property E. I, there is a positive constant q for which f - h* > r] on K. Let 
8 > 0 be so small that 6(h - h,,) G 17 on [a, b]. Since f - h* > 0 on [a,b] and 
k - h,, is negative on each N(Xj), j = 1, . . ., k,, we have 
&h(x) - h,,(x)) < 0 <f(x) - h*(x) 
On the other hand 
X E 6 N(Xj)* 
J=l 
Hence 
W(x) -h,,(x)) G 7 <f(x) -h*(x) x E K. 
and 
VW - h,,(x)) gf (4 - h*(x) x E [a, bl 
~W-hab’v-0. 
This contradicts the fact that h* is a best one-sided approximation to f from 
M,, and the lemma is proved. 
Using the above lemma, it is easy to prove the following uniqueness theorem: 
THEOREM 3.3. Let h,, . . ., h, be a differentiable Cebytev system on [a,b]. 
Zff is d@?rentiable on (a, b) and I C(p) I > n then the best one-sided approxima- 
tion to ffrom M,, is unique 
2 
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Proof. We first observe that since the functions f and h,, . . ., h, are all con- 
tinuous, the essential zeroes of any linear combination of these functions are 
ordinary zeroes. 
Suppose that h,” and II,* are two best one-sided approximations to f from 
M,. Then, it is clear that +(/I,* + k,*) is also a best one-sided approximation 
toffrom M,,. Let x0 be a zero off - +(h,* + h2*). Since hj*(xo) <f(xo) for 
j = 1, 2, we have h,*(xo) = h,*(x,) =f(xo). Also, if x0 is in the interior of 
[a,b], then f - hj* has a minimum at the point x0, j = 1, 2. Thus, f’ - h:’ is 
zero at each zero which is in the interior of [a,!~], j = 1, 2. Therefore, 
h:‘(x,) = f ‘(x0) = h:‘(s,) for each zero x0 which lies in the interior of [a, b]. 
If i?z, is the number of zeroes off - +(/I,* i h?*) in [a,!~] and ??zZ isthe number 
of zeroes off - $(lr,* + h,*) in (a,b), we have by Lemma 3.1 that Z(f - +(h,* 
+ h2*)) = ~?zi + nz2 > n. Thus, k,” - kz* has IN, zeroes in [a, b] and h:’ - hr’ 
has nz2 zeroes in (a, b). By Property D. 1 h, * = II,“, and the theorem is proved. 
Combining the fact that the difference of the function and its best approxima- 
tion has sufficiently many zeroes and the fact that the set of best approximations 
is convex: to obtain a uniqueness theorem is a standard argument in approxi- 
mation theory and appears, for example, in the proofs of uniqueness theorems 
for both L, and uniform approximation. In both of these cases, uniqueness of 
best approximations from CebySev spaces of finite degree can be guaranteed 
for continuous functions. The essential difference is one-sided approximation 
is that the difference between f and its best one-sided approximation has only 
half as many zeroes, but the differentiability off and the restriction that 
h 1, .*., h, be a differentiable CebySev system imply that these zeroes are double 
zeroes. Hence, again, this difference has sufficiently many zeroes, and the 
uniqueness theorem can be proved. 
In the next chapter we shall develop quadrature formulae for CebySev 
systems which will allow us to examine the problem of uniqueness more 
closely. However, for the sake of completeness we shall now state a non- 
uniqueness theorem whose proof will be given in Section 4. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let h,, . . ., h, be a dlrerentiable CebySea system and suppose 
there exists a differentiable function ffor which h,, . . ., h,, f is a C?ebyfea system. 
Then, there exists a continuous function which is dlrerentiable at all but finitely 
many points of [a, b], whose best one-sided approximation from M,, is not unique. 
4. QUADRATURE FORMULAE FOR ~EBYSEV SYSTEMS 
If there exist points ?I,, . . ., s, in [a, b] and constants Ai, . . ., A,,, such that 
for any function h in M,, we have 
r b hdp = 2 Akh(xk), .” k=l 
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we say that x,, . . ., x, are nodes of a quadrature formula for M,. If we also 
have Ak > 0, (Ak 2 0), k = 1, . . ., m, then we say that xi, . . ., x, are nodes of a 
quadrature formula with positive (nonnegative) coefficients. A case of special 
interest is when there is an ml G m such that for any quadrature formula with 
nodes y,, . . ., yr including x,, . . ., x,,, we have I > m and I= m if and only if 
the points set (x,, . . ., x,) and (y,, . . ., y,,,) are identical. In this case we say 
x , ) . . . ) x, are nodes of a quadrature formula of highest possible degree of 
precision with fixed nodes x,, . . ., x,,,,. 
The theories of quadrature formulae and one-sided approximation are 
closely related. It is this relationship which we now examine. 
Our first result shows that any n distinct points of [a,b] are nodes of a 
quadrature formula for M,,. 
LEMMA 4.1. Ifx,, . . . . x,, are any n distinct points of [a, b], then there are n 
real numbers A ,, . . ., A,, such that for any h in M,, \ve hare 
J 
^b hdp. = 5 Akh(xk). cl k=l 
Proof. The space M. has dimension n and hence its dual M,,* also has 
dimension n. The functionals Pk given by the formula &$) = h(x,) are linearly 
independent in M,, by virtue of Property C.2. Therefore, any linear functional 
in M,,* can be written as a linear combination of the pk’s. Taking in particular 
the functional 
L(h) = 1” hdp, 
we have the desired result. 
Our next result shows one of the fundamental relationships between the 
theories of one-sided approximation and quadrature formulae. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let f be a measurable function and h* a best one-sided approxi- 
mation to f from M,. If f - h* has precisely m G n essential zeroes on [a, b], 
then these essential zeroes are nodes of a quadrature formula for M,, with non- 
negatitle coefficients. 
Proof. Let x,, . . . . x, be all the essential zeroes off - h* in [a,b] and let 
X m+lv *. .F x, be any other n - m points of [a, b] chosen so that X, r form 7 ..., - n 
a set of n distinct points of [a, b]. By Lemma 4.1, there are real numbers Ak, 
k= 1, . . . . n, such that for any h in M,, we have 
s ab W = k,$, f&h(&)- 
We first show that Ak = 0 for k = m + 1 , . . ., n. Assume, to the contrary, that 
,=;+,iAkI > O. 
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For r > 0, let g, be the function in M, satisfying 
5&-k) = - ; k-=1 ) . . ., Ill 
and 
Then 
gr(xk) = r w Ak k=m+ I,...,n. 
which is positive provided we pick r sufficiently large, say r = ro. 
The function g,, is in M,, and 
&o(xk) = - ;; < 0 <f(Xk) - h*(Xk) k= I,...,nt. 
Thus there is an open set N in the relative topology of [a, b] for which we have 
x ,,...,. x,~Nand 
g,,(x) < 0 for x E N. 
Since K is compact and f - h* has no essential zeroes in K, by Property E.l 
there is a c > 0 such that 
Let 
f(x) - h*(x) a c for x E K 
Since f *(x) - h*(x) > 0 for all x E [a, 61, we have 
and 
~g,,(x) G 0 <f(x) - h*(x) if x E N 




w&d <f(x) - h*(x) for x E [a, bl 
I ‘b g,, dp > 0. *a 
Thus, /I* + g,, is a better approximation to f from M,, which is impossible. 
Thus, Ak” = 0, k = m + 1, . . ., n. 
We now show A,>& k= 1, . . . . m. Suppose to the contrary, A,, -L 0 for 
some k,,, 1 G k. G m. For r > 0, let g, be that function in M,, satisfying 
dXk) = -l k # k,, 
dXko) = -r; 
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then 
e:grd~=kz, Atg,(xK)=-P~oAI.+rlAk,l. r f 
Thus if r is sufficiently large, say r = rO, we have 
Arguing as before, we find an 7 > 0 such that qg,(x) <f(x) - h*(x), 
x E [a,b] which again affords a contradiction to h* being a best one-sided 
approximation tof. 
We now examine in what sense the quadrature formula given in Theorem 
4.1 is of the highest possible degree of precision. Our next result is stated for 
a quadrature formula with positive coefficients. It is clear that any formula 
with nonnegative coefficients determines a formula with positive coefficients 
in the obvious manner. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let x,, . . ., x, be nodes of a quadrature formula for M,, ttvith 
positive coefficients. If I> m > 2i- n, then the quadrature formula irith nodes 
x1, . . ., x, is of the highest possible degree ofprecision IvithJixednodes x,, . . ., x,,,. 
Proof. Let y,, . . ., yI, be nodes of a quadrature formula for M, and suppose 
the points x,, . . ., x, are among yl, . . ., yl,. We must show 1’ > 1 and I’ = 1 
if and only if the point set (x,, . . .,x1} and {y, , . . ., yl,} are identical. For this 
purpose suppose 1’ < 1 or 1’ = I but the point sets are not identical. Since 
21- m d n, there is a function fl in M. which is zero at each yk, k = 1, . . ., I’ 
and one at each x,, k = 1, . . ., 1 which is not among y,, . . . . yl’. Using the 
quadrature formula with nodes at y,, . . ., yl, we have J:” hdp = 0, and using 
the quadrature formula with nodes at xi, . . . . xl we have s b hdp > 0, the a 
desired contradiction. 
We shall now illustrate how the results given thus far in this section can be 
used to prove the existence of quadrature formulae of highest possible degree 
of precision with certain hxed nodes. For our next theorem, we need to consider 
approximation from both below and above. If f is in C[a, b] and h,(h*) is a 
best one-sided approximation to f from below (above), we let f* =f - h, 
(f*=f-h*). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let h,, . . ., h, and h,, . . ., h,, f both be Ceby.Fev systems, and 
let ]C(p)] > n. Then 
(i) if n is even, there are points a < x1 < . . . < x[(,+I)iII < b SMC~ that for 
any function h in M,, H’e have 
I 
f hdp = [(~$ji2’A~~ h(x,J 
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u.here A .n > 0 k = 1. . . ., h T [(n t l)i2]; 
(ii) ifrl is eren, there are points a = .Y, . . . -:- .Y~~,,+~,,.~~ = b such that jbt 
any function h in M,, k1.e hate 
i-b hdp = c(n+<“21 ’ B; h(x,) 
. (I ,‘:I 
jvhere B,” > 0, k = 1, . . ., [(n f 2)/2] ; 
(iii) if n is odd, there are points a = s, .c . . . -: Q,,, ,) :?I -C b such that .for 
any function h in M,, ,ve hal:e 
bvhere Ckn > 0, k = 1, . . ., [(n + 1)/Z]; 
(iv) ifn is odd, there are points a < s, < . . . < x~(,,+,,,~~ = b such that for 
any function h in M,‘,ve hare 
bvhere Dkn > 0, k = 1, . . ., [(n + 1)/2]. 
In each case, the points x I, . . ., x, are the zeroes of either f * or f*. 
Also, these quadrature formulae are of the highest possible degree of precision 
Gth no fixed nodes, a and bfixed, a3xed, and b$xed respecticely. 
Proof. We consider only the case when n = 21, the case when n is odd is 
handled similarly. We first show the existence of a quadrature formula with 
1 nodes all in (a, b) and of one with a, b and other I - 1 points as nodes. By 
virtue of Theorem 4.1, the zeroes off,(f *) are nodes of a quadrature formulae 
with nonnegative coefficients. 
From Lemma 3.1, it follows that Z(f*) > n(Z(f*) G n). Thus Z(f*) = n, 
Z(j”*) = n. The functions f* and f * cannot have a common zero, for if they 
did, by Lemma 4.2 their zeroes would be identical and thus Z(h, - h*) 
=Z(f* -f*) = n. But then f* =f *, and sincef, 2 0 on [a, b] and f * d 0 on 
[a, b], we would have f* = f * = 0, which contradicts the linear independence 
ofh r, . . ., h,,J Thus, the functions f* and f * have no common zero. Therefore, 
one of the functionsf,, f * has exactly 1 zeroes, all of which are in (a, b), while 
the other function has a, b and I- 1 points of (a, b) as zeroes. This proves the 
existence of the quadrature formulae. 
The positivity of the coefficients of these formulae follows immediately 
from the fact that the kth coefficient is equal to 
J ‘b g,dp where gk is a non- a 
negative function in M,, which has the value one at x, and zero at Xj # xk. 
We have Jab g,dp > 0 since ] C(p) ] > n. Finally, these formulae are of the 
highest possible degree of precision by virtue of Lemma 4.2. 
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The existence of the quadrature formulae given in Theorem 4.2 was first 
established by Krein [IO]. Krein established these formulae for arbitrary 
Cebygev systems. It is clear our method is only applicable to extendable 
CebySev systems. However, it is the nature of the nodes of these formulae as 
zeroes off, orf * which is significant in the theory of one-sided approximations, 
as will be shown in Section 5. 
We conclude this section with the proof of Theorem 3.4 which was stated 
without proof in Section 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Let g be any function in M,, which is not identically 
zero, changes ign at each of the zeroes of the function (k,,,), which is in the 
interior of [a,b], and has a zero at each of the end points which is a zero of 
(h,+,)*. Consider the function 
f(x) = 
i 
i(x) zte;;;z a O, 
Since g(x) is differentiable and has only a finite number of sign changes, f is 
continuous on [a, b] and differentiable xcept for a finite number of points in 
[a, bl. 
We now show that there is more than one best one-sided approximation to 
f from M,. First, by the quadrature formula of Theorem 4.2 which is based 
on the zeroes xl, . . ., x, of (h,+,)*, we have for any function in M.(f) 
I f hdp = kz, A,“h(x,J G kz, Anf (xk) = 0. 
However, for any 0 < c < 1, we have cg(?r) <f(x) for all x E [a, b] and 
cgdLL = 2 Akn cg(xk) = 0. 
k=l 
Therefore, cg is a best one-sided approximation to f from M,, whenever 
0 G c G 1, and the theorem is proved. 
5. DETERMINATION OF BEST ONE-SIDED APPROXIMATIONS 
In Section 4 we have shown that if h* is a best one-sided approximation to f 
from M, such that f - A* has IZ essential zeroes in [a, b], then these zeroes are 
nodes of a quadrature formula for M,, with nonnegative coefficients. The 
converse of this statement is also true. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let h* E M.(f) and let x,, . . ., x, be essential zeroes off - h*. 
If x1, .*., x,,, are nodes of a quadrature fomula for M,, with nonnegative co- 
ejicients, then h* is a best one-sided approximation to ffrorn M,,. 
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Proof. Let A,, . .., A,,, be the coefficients of the quadrature formula with 
nodes at x1 , . . ., x,. If !z E M,,(f), it is easy to see that we must have h(x,J G h*(x,) 
for k = 1, . . ., HZ. Thus 
Jab hdp = $, Ak h(x,) < j, A, h*(x,) = id” h* dp, 
and the theorem is proved. 
For a particular function f, it may be possible to ascertain that certain 
points y,, . . ., y,, must be zeroes off- h* where h* is a best one-sided approxi- 
mation toffrom M,. If it is also possible to show thatf- h* can have at most 
n other zeroes counting multiplicities, then by virtue of Lemma 4.2 the zeroes 
off- h* are the nodes of the quadrature formula of highest possible degree 
of precision with fixed nodes y,, . . ., y,. Thus h* can be determined if this 
quadrature formula is known. We give the simplest example of this method. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let IC(p)I 2 n and suppose h,, . . ., h,, f is a CebySeo system 
on [a,b]. Let x,, . . ., x, be nodes of one of the formulae gioen in Theorem 4.2. 
Then there is a function h* in M, for which f - h* has a constant sign on [a, b] 
and zeroes at x,, . . ., x,. The function h* is a best one-sided approximation to f 
from abot?e or below according to whether the sign off - h* ispositice or negatioe. 
Remark 1. In the case that It,, . . . . h, is a differentiable CebySev system on 
[a, b] and f is differentiable on (a, b), h* is the uniquely-defined function in 
M,, which satisfies 
h*(xA =f (x/J k=l,...,m 
h*‘(x,J = f ‘(x,) for xk E (a, b), k = 1, . . ., m. 
Remark 2. If h* is a best one-sided approximation from above (below), 
then using the nodes of the other formula for Theorem 5.2 determines a best 
one-sided approximation to f from below (above). 
Proof. Let iz* and h* denote best one-sided approximations to f from M. 
from below and above respectively. Using Theorem 4.2, we see that the zeroes 
off - h* are nodes of one of the formulae given in Theorem 4.2. Also, the 
zeroesf f - h* are nodes of the other formula in Theorem 4.2. Taking h* 
appropriately as either h* or h* we have proved the theorem and Remark 2. 
Remark 1 follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. 
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